
 

 

 

Review by Karen 

Living in Colorado and experiencing micro-burst winds, I knew I would need to own the highest quality awning on the market here in 

the US. After researching for a year and talking to every manufacturing company…..ECLIPSE Awnings definitely rank #1. I can use my 

awning in the rain; I have the drop shade to add extra protection from the intense sun and best of all I have the lighting package. The 

overall performance of the awning system is incredible and when weather permitting…..I use it every day!!! It’s like having an extra 

room added to my outside living space. Everyone in Colorado should own one!!!! I love my Eclipse awning and the manufacturer that 

makes them. Eclipse offers a great warranty and best of all….they stand behind their warranty!! 

 

Review by Jim Peters 

I recently purchased a 28×16-6 Eclipse awning with Sunbrella Fabric. Every other awning dealer I checked could not supply me with 

an awning this size. Although this was not the least expensive awning i researched: as advertised it is one beefy, strong, bad ass 

awning. The lunar lighting package is awesome!!! If you want Quality when you invest this is the awning. I could not be more pleased 

with my decision. 

 

Review by Roger 

I purchased my Eclipse awning almost 9 years ago after having thoroughly explored my options. There are many tiers of awnings out 

there, and Eclipse, at the time seemed to have the best model. They use a very unique arm system and some the strongest springs in 

the arms which keeps the fabric very taught. This allows me to use the awning in the rain, which is great for those warm summer and 

spring showers when you still want to be outside. 9 years later the awning still looks and works like new. All we do is hose it down a 

few times each year. Our Eclipse awning was a great value and investment in our home. It handles our Colorado winds too! 

 

Review by Brianna S. 

My architect found Eclipse online and recommended one of their sun awnings. I considered them and Sunsetter sun awnings and 

noted that Eclipse’s products are far superior in quality. They have a much wider variety of fabric colors and engineering certifications 

on the frame (which means higher quality). Not to mention sun and rain sensors. Also, great service was provided prior to and after 

the sale. Thank you Eclipse! 

 

 

 



 

Review by Perry Stevenson 

Our awning from Eclipse was installed 2 summers ago and has been wonderful for our back patio. Our guests are very impressed with 

the motorized aspect of our retractable unit and how whisper quiet it is! As a retired engineer, I was able to see that everything 

about this product scream QUALITY, that many of the other retractable awnings on the market lack. I would definitely buy from them 

again. My next move with them is one of their zipper solar screens. My backyard is a party now! 

 

Review by Kathy B. 

We had our Eclipse awning installed 6 years ago to replace a broken Durasol Sunshelter. This awning has been great. It looks terrific 

and is strong; we have left it out in a few storms (OOPS) but it just keeps on working. The only maintenance we have had to do is 

wash it down a few times. We have recommended this to our friends and would buy one again! It wasn’t the least expensive awning, 

but in 6 years of use, we haven’t needed a service call. That seems to be a good value to us. 

 

Review by Manny Drivas 

Hands down #1. A commercial quality awning is what I was looking for and that is exactly what I got. A 20ft wide heavy canvas rich 

black awning with remote control up/down. Most of the time I have it down for sunblock and after 3 years there is no show of fade or 

wear. 

 

Review by Anne Marie Kenan 

We purchased a 22′x13′ Eclipse patio awning and 6 shades for our restaurant. The awning has transformed the feel of the outdoor 

patio and made it very welcoming. Our customers also love that they can sit outside at the bar even when it’s raining. The team from 

Eclipse Awning Systems was great from start to finish. 

 

Review by Stan 

We installed an Eclipse awning several years ago. The sales, technical service, and customer service was superb from the first contact 

right through the installation. A service engineer called the day we installed (July 4th) to make sure we had no issues. The awning has 

worked perfectly through the years. I suggest ordering the wind control that retracts the awning if the wind gets too gusty. 

 

Review by Ben 

I bought a HUGE Total Eclipse Awning 5 years ago and my wife and I LOVE it. It’s super strong, looks great and does an incred ible job 

keeping our patio and our home cooler. Definitely a worthy investment. Eclipse was more expensive than other brands, but I did my 

research and you definitely get what you pay for! I highly recommend Eclipse Awnings 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 



 
 
 
Review by Tom G. 
 
We have had our Eclipse Lateral Arm Retractable for 6 years and have come to really enjoy the protection from the sun on our deck. 
Without it, you simply could not use the deck at all. The system operates like a dream and holds up against suprise winds very well. 
And, their dealership support has be spot on.  
 
 
 
Review by Karen Wright 
 
I purchase two Eclipse Awnings this past summer and I absolutely love them. They were installed on time and very clean. The awning 
also runs very smooth and quiet. The Lunar Light package and heating system are great! Now I can enjoy my deck on hot summer 
days and on cool spring and fall nights. It’s just one of the best investments /improvements I’ve made to my home. Eclipse Awnings 
are great!  
 
 
 
Review by Barbara Bernardi 
 
LOVE..LOVE..LOVE..our new awning ! The Eclipse awning we purchased is simply beautiful. It just what we were looking for. It gives 
us the shade we wanted and getting it motorized was a nice feature. Highly recommend an Eclipse Awning !  
 
 
 
Review by Willie G. 
 
I live in the desert southwest shade here is a necessity not a luxury! I have owned many homes and have had many awnings. The 
eclipse product is quite simply the best awning at any price !! I am one very loyal eclipse fan !  
 
 
 
Review by Dominick Colucci 
 
After looking at several do-it-yourself websites or sites/brands that will arrange sub-contracted installation, I decided to use a local 

professional. Yes, I did spend more but what I received was worth it! Fully custom made product from here in America and expert 

installation. Some things are worth getting a professional involved. The whole family loves the Eclipse Awning. I give the entire 

experience and the product two thumbs up! 


